
STATS AT A GLANCE

- 53 external media stories tracked
- 2 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 11 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 1 Cornell Daily Sun story
- 13 Tumblr blog entries
- 21 Tweets
- 6 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

**Art from around the Arab World**

*The Middle East Online*, 8/27/15
Salah Hassan (AFRICANA, HISTORY OF ART)

**Why ISIS wants to erase Palmyra’s history**

*CNN*, 8/26/15 and 2 other media outlets
Sturt Manning (CLASSICS, CIAMS)

**Cornell Cinema presents Orson Welles celebration**

*Ithaca Journal*, 8/26/15
Mary Fessenden, Samantha Sheppard (CORNELL CINEMA, PMA)

**Multidisciplinary Artspace planned for Cherry Street in Ithaca**

*Ithaca Voice*, 8/25/15
Austin Bunn, Nick Salvato, Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon (PMA, ENGLISH)

**Let them eat cake: Paris suffers baguette ‘shortage’**

*Financial Times*, 8/21/15
Steven Kaplan (HISTORY)

**Renowned novelist Colson Whitehead to speak at Cornell**

*Ithaca Voice*, 8/21/15 and 1 other media outlet
Siobhan Adcock ’04, George McCormick ’07, Ionsinger ’05, Cori A. Winrock ’08, (ENGLISH)

Community AR in action: making the world bigger and being a human sharing other human experiences
AR+, 8/11/15
Bruce Levitt (PMA)

Hidden Cornell treasures to be digitized*
Cornell Chronicle, 8/27/15
Judith Byfield, Jolene Rickard, Benjamin Anderson, Benjamin Piekut, Steve Pond, Kate McCullough, Fred Gleach, graduate student Eilis Monah, Travis Gosa, Caitlín Barrett, Verity Platt, Eric Rebillard, Timothy Murray (HISTORY, HISTORY OF ART, MUSIC, ENGLISH, FGSS, ANTHROPOLOGY, NES, AFRICANA, CLASSICS, , SOCIETY FOR THE HUMANITIES, COMPARATIVE LITERATURE)

Fontaine plays Sherlock Holmes with book on rare play *
Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15
Michael Fontaine (CLASSICS)

New book examines 'I' vs. 'us' in late antiquity *
Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15
Éric Rebillard (CLASSICS, HISTORY)

Office researches changes in Latino student population *
Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15
Francisca Aparo ’17, Juliette Ramírez Corazón (LATINA/O STUDIES, ADVISING)

Students stage dance, drama and comedy at the Schwartz Center *
Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15 and 1 other media outlet
Samantha Sheppard, Jeffrey Guyton, Nick Salvato, Zoë Jackson ’16, Anna Brenner ’16, Andrea Fiorentini ’16 (PMA)

20 suggestions for incoming college freshmen
Cornell Chronicle, 8/22/15
Dan Schwarz (ENGLISH)

Sciences and Math

How to Detect Alien Civilizations That Self-Destructed
National Geographic, 8/26/15 and 1 other media outlet
Jack O’Malley-James (ASTRONOMY, CARL SAGAN INSTITUTE)

New electric storage material could put more zip in your Tesla
Science, 8/21/15 and 2 other media outlets
William Dichtel (CHEMISTRY)

Social Sciences

Economists may idolise auctions, but most people do not
The Economist, 8/29/15
Matthew Backus (ECONOMICS)
The Donald Trump-Jorge Ramos clash is a full-fledged media fight now
*Fortune, 8/27/15 and 1 other media outlet*
Sergio Garcia-Ríos (GOVERNMENT, LATINA/O STUDIES)

The political implications of China’s stock market crisis
*Washington Post, 8/26/15*
Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT)

China’s 20 Percent Problem
*Foreign Affairs, 8/25/15*
Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT)

Government incompetence is the real threat to China *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 8/26/15*
Jeremy Wallace, Andrew Mertha (GOVERNMENT)

*Other Stories and Multiple Departments*

Cornell grad starts Peaceful Fruits company
*Ithaca Voice, 8/26/15*
Evan Delahanty ’07

Affinito-Stewart grants support 12 women faculty
*Cornell Chronicle, 8/28/15*
Nandini Ananth, Jamila Michener (CHEMISTRY, GOVERNMENT)

Young alums stage a Pooh parody
*Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15*
Theodore Wolf ’13, Spencer Whale ’14, Silvania Russo ’12, Nate Mattingly ’14, Sonja Gabrielsen ’11 (COLLEGE SCHOLAR, PMA)

Yiddish Theater Festival offers humor, pathos, meaning *
*Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15 and 2 other media outlets*
Jonathan Boyarin (JEWISH STUDIES, ANTHROPOLOGY, PMA)

Freshman has connection to hip-hop collection
*Cornell Chronicle, 8/25/15*
Ritchie Colon-Peri ’19

Alum honored with diversity leadership award *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 8/24/15*
Melinda Wright ’94 (AFRICANA)

*Written and/or edited by A&S Communications staff*